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Abstract: In recent years, the number of objects connected to the Internet has significantly increased. Increasing the number of connected devices to Internet is transforming today’s Internet of Things (IoT) into massive IoT of future. It is predicted, in a few years, a high communication and computation capacity will be required to meet demands of massive IoT devices and applications requiring data sharing and processing. 5G and beyond mobile networks are expected to fulfill part of these requirements by providing data rate of up to Terabits per second. It will be a key enabler to support massive IoT and emerging mission critical applications with strict delay constrains. On the other hand, next generation of Software Defined Networking (SDN) with emerging Cloud-related technologies (e.g., Fog and Edge computing) can play an important role on supporting and implementing the above-mentioned applications. This paper sets out the potential opportunities and important challenges that must be addressed in considering options for using SDN in hybrid Cloud-Fog systems to support 5G and beyond-enabled applications.
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1. Introduction

The number of connected devices to Internet is sharply increasing. It is predicted that the number of Internet of Things (IoT) devices worldwide is increased from around 8.74 billion in 2020 to more than 25.4 billion IoT devices in 2030 [1]. These devices will transform today’s IoT into massive IoT of future. It is also predicted that in the massive IoT, we will face with a very high density network (i.e., up to around 1 million devices per square kilometer) where a large number of tasks (services) should be performed and a huge amount of data should be stored and analyzed [2].

As a result, future massive IoT will require high communication and computing capacity to meet various demands of highly connected devices.

A few years ago, traditional Cloud computing, including one or a few large data centers (DCs), has been considered as a promising computing model to store and process a huge volume of data and offer many reliable and mission critical services with strict delay constraints to users.

As these centralized DCs are usually far away from end users and cannot provide ultra-low latency and high bandwidth connectivity, they are not suitable for supporting the emerging applications related to future massive IoT [3]. In addition, many real time requirements of edge devices with mobility such as location awareness are not met by traditional Cloud computing.

To overcome all these technological challenges, Cisco introduced Fog computing in 2012. By Fog computing, Cisco extended the traditional Cloud computing technology
paradigm to the edge of the network [4,5]. In other words, Fog computing extends Cloud services to the edge of networks to reduce latency through geographical distribution of IoT application components, and provides support for device mobility [6].

In order to make Fog computing (i.e., Fog nodes) more intelligent, analytic, and efficient, Software Defined Networking (SDN), an important network technology, can be integrated with Fog [5].

On the other hand, 5G and beyond (i.e., 6G) have been considered as another key enabler for massive IoT and related applications [7].

5G implies to rethink from scratch due to the abrupt transition concerning new use cases and challenging demands compared to previous generations. The one-network-fits-all based on slicing must answer these demanding and ambitious objectives. 5G is conceived to support very extreme and demanding use cases such as enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), Ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communications (URLLC), and massive Machine Type Communications (mMTC), not only demanding data rate of Gigabits per second but also ubiquitous connectivity. Moving to 6G networks, they take for granted an AI-empowered vision (for example, see [8]) to support emerging applications with data rate of up to Terabits per second such as augmented reality, virtual reality, autonomous and connected drones and vehicles, internet of robots, haptic communications and intelligent and automated machines.

Figure 1 shows three key infrastructure enablers to support such type of future applications (i.e., future generation cellular technologies, Cloud-related technologies, and computer network with softwarization).

![Figure 1. Key enablers for future applications (e.g., massive IoT).](image)

Some enablers, in addition to enabling the applications, are considered as key enablers for other enablers (i.e., reflexive enablers). For example, while Cloud computing is considered as a key enabler for 5G/6G through its underlying technologies such as Cloud-RAN, Cloud computing also needs high-speed 5G/6G networks to offer services with higher quality to its users.

Contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
- This paper introduces some of the key enabling technologies for future applications such as massive IoT.
- It sets out the potential opportunities of these enabling technologies to support future applications focusing on SDN for Cloud-Fog systems to support 5G and beyond-enabled applications.
- It then sets out the potential opportunities and important challenges of these enabling technologies that must be considered and in particular challenges related to SDN when integrating it in Cloud-Fog systems to support 5G and beyond-enabled applications.

Section 2 introduces emerging Cloud technologies focusing on hybrid Cloud-Fog computing. Section 3 talks about 5G and beyond technologies focusing on their relation to other key enablers such as Cloud computing and SDN for supporting future applications. We briefly review the concept of SDN in Section 4. Section 5 sets out the current and
potential opportunities of SDN for Cloud-Fog systems to support 5G and beyond-enabled applications. Section 6 highlights challenges and solutions of using SDN for Cloud-Fog systems to support 5G and beyond-enabled applications toward next generation of SDN. Finally, Section 7 concludes our work.

2. Emerging Cloud Technologies

With the origination of (centralized) Cloud computing, computation technology has entered to a new era. It can be considered as three services: Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS). SaaS provides complete software (e.g., Cloud-based email services, social network services, scheduler services) to Cloud customers. Application developers can use the platform services provided by Cloud PaaS. Finally, IaaS provides virtual machine servers and the related infrastructure to Cloud customers. SaaS and PaaS can be implemented upon the usage of IaaS. However, DCs in centralized Clouds are geographically centralized and located far from the end devices/users. Therefore, they often cannot satisfy requirements of several emerging real-time applications [9–11].

To resolve these issues, besides centralized Cloud computing, some new concepts and architectures have been proposed. In the following sections, we categorize different Cloud-related architectures and terms.

2.1. Cloud-related Architectures

As already mentioned, in order to support requirements of different emerging applications, many new Cloud-related architectures have been proposed in recent years. These architectures can be generally categorized based on their DCs characteristics such as DC location, number and size.

A Cloud-related architecture mainly includes one or more DCs and a number of end users, all connected together through telecommunication networks. In this case, as Figure 2 shows, we can divide Cloud-related architectures into four main groups based on DC characteristics: Fully Centralized (FC), Partly Distributed (PD), Fully Distributed with Centralized Controller (FD-CC), and Fully Distributed (FD) [12].

Figure 2. The Cloud architecture taxonomy: ranging from fully centralized to fully distributed [12].
In the FC architecture, there is a large-size DC and all end users connect to the central DC and receive services from it. PD architecture includes several geographically distributed DCs and a telecommunication network connects them together. It also connects end users to DCs. DCs in the PD architecture are usually located closer to end users in comparison to the FC architecture. However, DCs are not still located in end users premises. The FD-CC architecture includes several DCs that are located on end users premises (i.e., one DC for one or a few end users). However, controller(s) remain in one or more DCs in the core of network. The DCs that are located in the end users premises are usually in size of a Physical Machine (PM). The remaining DCs, in core of network, are only used for management aspects and they are not used for computing and storage services. Finally, in the FD architecture, unlike the FD-CC architecture, the management system is also distributed on end users locations. It means that there is no DC in the core of network in charge of controlling the resources [12].

2.1.1. Hybrid Cloud-Fog Computing

As already mentioned, the physical distance between DCs of a Cloud service provider and end users (devices) is considered as a limitation for Centralized Cloud computing (i.e., the FC architecture). Because of the long distance, the Centralized Cloud computing may not be compatible with the requirements of many latency-sensitive future applications such as Public Protection and Disaster Relief (PPDR) [13], real time tele-surgery [14] and autonomous driving applications.

Fog systems can help Cloud computing to provide a lower latency by extending the architecture to the edge of the network and allocating some parts of computations to the edge. We should consider that Fog is tightly linked to the existence of a Cloud and it cannot work in a standalone mode [15]. While Fog resources helps in providing the desired Quality of Service (QoS) for services, resource-limited Fog devices cannot be a replacement for the the resource-rich Cloud [16]. In fact, Fog computing can fill the gap between the Cloud and end devices (e.g., IoT nodes) by moving some resources (i.e., computing, storage, networking) and data management to closer location (i.e., network nodes) to IoT devices. In this case, resource allocation and data management decisions not only make in the Cloud, but can also make along the IoT-to-Cloud path as data traverses to the Cloud (preferred to be close to the IoT devices) [17]. It is worth mentioning that bringing the resources closer to the edge can also increase the battery lifetime for edge devices and reduce network traffic in the core of network [15].

A three-layer general architecture has been introduced in several studies (e.g., [16–19]) for Fog computing: IoT devices (or Edge) layer, Fog layer and Cloud layer.

The Edge layer consists of terminal nodes, embedded systems, sensors and actuators with very limited computation, energy and bandwidth. Fog layer includes intermediate networking devices or nodes (e.g., routers, gateways, switches, and access points) that work on various protocols. These devices are supported with computational and storage capabilities. Finally, Cloud DCs that have very rich virtual capabilities in terms of storage and computing are considered as the last layer [16]. The IoT devices (end-users) can communicate to the Fog (i.e., Fog nodes) through Local Area Network (LAN). However, the communication between the IoT devices (end-users) and the Cloud is done over the Wide Area Network (WAN), through the Fog or not [65].

In this extended hybrid Cloud-Fog systems, network scale, topology and configuration are highly heterogeneous, dynamic, and mission-oriented (e.g., temporary hospitals built during the Covid-19 pandemic).

2.1.2. Edge Computing

OpenEdge computing presents Edge computing as computation done at the network edge through small DCs that are located close to users. The Edge computing is sometimes incorrectly called Fog computing. The OpenFog Consortium makes the distinction that Fog computing is hierarchical and offers computing, storage, networking, control, and
acceleration any place from Cloud to devices. However, Edge computing tends to be limited to computing at the edge \cite{17,20}.

2.1.3. ROOF Computing

Semi-autonomous devices interaction with each other and the surrounding environment, their context-aware decisions based on consensus in a decentralized ecosystem and without human intervention were the focus of an IEEE standard work group under the project P1931.1_{TM} \cite{21}. Next-hop connectivity for the things needing real-time context building and decision making as well as efficient backhaul connectivity to remote nodes and networks were addressed in this standard called Real-time Onsite Operations Facilitation (ROOF) \cite{22}. The utilization of Cloud or Fog properties is minimized by help of ROOF computing. This goal be achieved by analyzing the frequently accessed data at the edge of the current user network (e.g., router, access point, server, or related computing platform as suitable) \cite{23}.

3. 5G and Beyond

5G allows for several multi-partnership models where traditional services are enriched by adding external third-party functionalities. One example of these business cases is the "operator offer enriched by partner" defined by NGMN \cite{24} where connectivity offered by operator is enriched through a set of third-party applications. This example manifests the high complexity in such multi-partner services because the responsibility is blurred among several parties. Indeed, each partner must trust each other regarding the decisions made by the rest of partners to contribute to meet the required overall service quality level.

Moving to 6G, use cases and business models, as pointed by Dogra et al. in \cite{25}, are rather more focused on AI-empowered slice and resource management, Haptic communications, Internet or robots, tele-robotics and ultra high data density communications, pushing even forward the technological boundaries. The Finnish 6G Flagship program led by the University of Oulu, already published a series of twelve 6G white papers (e.g., \cite{8}) that shed light on main radio opportunities and a vision on emerging use cases such as holographic teleportation, unmanned aerial vehicle pervasive connectivity, among others. Table 1 summarizes the requirements for both 5G and 6G.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>5G</th>
<th>6G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy/bit</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>1 pJ/bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jitter</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>1 µsec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>1 msec</td>
<td>0.1 msec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Capacity</td>
<td>10 Mbps/m²</td>
<td>10 Gbps/m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Localization Precision</td>
<td>10 cm on 2D</td>
<td>1 cm on 3D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Experience</td>
<td>50 Mbps 2D</td>
<td>10 Gbps 3D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DL Peal Rate</td>
<td>20 Gbps</td>
<td>1 Tbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UL Peal Rate</td>
<td>10 Gbps</td>
<td>1 Tbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>FER 10-5</td>
<td>FER 10-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility Support</td>
<td>up to 500 km/hr</td>
<td>up to 1000 km/hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satellite integration</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Fully</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>Fully</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomous vehicle</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>Fully</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service level</td>
<td>Augmented/Virtual reality</td>
<td>Tactile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>Massive MIMO</td>
<td>Intelligent surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positioning precision</td>
<td>m level</td>
<td>cm level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1. Management and Deployment of 5G and Beyond Technology

SDN and Network Function Virtualization (NFV), as complementary technologies for 5G, make the management and deployment of 5G services cost efficient, faster and easier.
These are actually the building blocks for more complex services such as Cloud-RAN, Network Slicing and intelligence at edge. These services will be discussed in this section.

Slicing Architecture through SDN and NFV

5G is expected to support a more flexible and dynamic network using network slicing, which is still a matter of active discussion among the main worldwide standardization organizations and also between telecom operators and vendors. 5G is inherently based on software-defined paradigms and NFV.

Network slicing plays a key role in 5G because the network has to be adapted in real-time to at least three different types of usage: machine-to-machine communications, critical communications, mobile broadband, and reliable low latency communications. As such, different types of slices were defined by GSMA [29], such as mobile broadband slice, massive IoT slices, and mission critical IoT slices.

The different 5GPPP projects propose various slicing architectures but remain in the essential: a three-layered abstracted model. Indeed, the survey by Fouka et. al. in [30] identified a common generic framework for 5G. As it can be seen in Figure 3, a 5G slicing architecture is based on three planes that gather different levels of abstraction: (i) at the top, the service layer, (ii) in the middle, the network function layer, and (iii) at the bottom, the infrastructure layer. The Management and Orchestration block (MANO) remains transverse to the aforementioned layers. The network function layer embeds all operations considering the life-cycle of the network functions based on the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) of the corresponding network service. The service layer is directly linked to the business cases and models but also related to the operational constraints to orchestrate the slice. Each slice is set to comply with a given set of Radio Access Technology (RAT) parameters suitable for that business case. We can imagine that a Mobile Network Operator (MNO) offers a service to a given third party (e.g., a car manufacturer) through a specific end-to-end slice so that it can manage through a dedicated Application Programming Interface (API). MANO block is composed of the NFV Orchestrator (NFVO), the Virtual Function Network Manager (VNFM), and the Virtual Infrastructure Manager (VIM). Orchestration is made at three different levels: at Virtual Function Network (VNF) level through the VNFM, at the network service-level through the NFVO, and at the virtual-machine-level by the VIM, as defined by the architectural framework by [31]. NFV is inherently hierarchical, with MANO as transverse brick to be able to coordinate the entire orchestration process. The concept of orchestration also comes around when discussing service-oriented architectures, and management of resources in network infrastructures [32].

![Figure 3. Generic framework across 5G architecture proposals.](image)

This generic architecture gives an idea on how much SDN and NFV are related to 5G. Nevertheless, Ordoñez et al. in [33] went deeper the 5G architecture implementation with SDN and NFV principles. They joined together the SDN ONF [34] client-server vision with the NFV architectural framework. On one hand, SDN allows to use control plane capabilities to enable slicing but on the other hand NFV architectural framework complements SDN by adding the life-cycle capabilities of virtualized network functions. Indeed,
they stated that SDN principles are key to implement 5G slicing due to recursion property. Abstraction and recursion defined in SDN allows to coordinate successively hierarchically controllers extending client-server relationships at several levels, that are extended with NFV architectural framework with SDN controllers with tenant and infrastructure roles.

The complexity of 5G network functions obliges to split them into different planes (control plane functions and data plane functions), by introduction the software-defined paradigms where abstraction is needed among the different layers. SDN is considered as an abstraction of network control where the OpenFlow implementation acts only on the routing capabilities. However, orchestration covers a larger area of network operations. It supports not only network control, but also implying task coordination across multiple entities.

The concept of orchestration also comes around when discussing service-oriented architectures, and management of resources in network infrastructures [32].

Slicing for 6G: Despite flexible allocation of communication resources by slicing in 5G, it can hardly respond to high expectations of 6G services in terms of delay, reliability and efficiency. Therefore, 6G network slicing technology should be upgraded to support fine-grained, more flexible and intelligent resource allocation. Supporting the cooperation of multiple distributed edge core networks, guaranteeing service migration and quick deployment and releasing of network slices should be also addressed in the next generation of network slicing [35].

3.2. Cloud-based 5G/6G Systems

This section describes how Cloud-related technologies so far could assist mobile network systems. We briefly review various Cloud-based mobile network systems especially in the domain of RAN architectures including Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN), Virtualized Cloud RAN (V-CRAN), and Fog RAN (F-RAN).

3.2.1. Multi-access Edge Computing

Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC), previously called mobile edge computing, is considered as an extension of mobile computing through edge computing. MEC is defined by European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) as a platform that provides IT and Cloud computing capabilities within the RAN in 4G, 5G and beyond, in close proximity to mobile subscribers. It extends edge computing by providing resources close to low resource mobile devices [17].

3.2.2. Fog RAN

Fog computing can be integrated into mobile network in the form of RAN, named Fog-RAN (F-RAN). In F-RANs, Fog computing resources may be used for caching at the network edge. It can provide a faster retrieval of content and a lower burden on the front-haul. It is possible to implement F-RAN through 5G related mobile technologies [17].

3.2.3. Cloud RAN

The key idea behind Cloud RAN (C-RAN) is to break down the base station functionalities by decoupling the base station into Remote radio head (RRH) and Base band unit (BBU). It then centralizes the BBUs from multiple sites into a single geographical location such as a Cloud DC utilizing Cloud computing [36]. Enhanced mobility management is also considered as one of the key advantages of C-RAN [37]. China Mobile Research Institute (CMRI) announced that by adopting C-RAN, a 15%-reduction in Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) and a 50%-reduction in Operational Expenditure (OPEX) can be achieved [37,38].

3.2.4. Virtualized Cloud RAN (V-CRAN)

In order to better answer requirements of emerging services (e.g., with lower latency), NFV and SDN in the C-RAN can be deployed to virtualize necessary functions
and resources (i.e., decoupling data and control planes) [37]. This method of virtualization towards access networks forms a new type of C-RAN, called Virtualized-CRAN or V-CRAN.

4. Software Defined Networking (SDN)

In general, traditional networks are complex and managing them is not an easy task. Because the control and data planes are combined in network elements (nodes). The paths have been determined by the control plane and sent to the data plane. In this traditional method, when the flow management (forwarding policy) has been defined, the only way to modify the policy is via changes to the configuration of the network element. Thus, their operators must configure each individual network element (i.e., switches and routers) separately to express the desired high-level network policies. The configurations are usually done based on several low-level and vendor-specific commands [39–41].

In addition to configuration issues of the network elements, network environments should adapt to traffic changes and endure the dynamics of faults. However, to enforce the required policies, traditional IP networks have poor automatic reconfiguration and response mechanisms [39].

In order to solve the limitations of traditional network infrastructures, SDN has been proposed. Unlike traditional IP networks that the control and data planes are tightly coupled and embedded in the same networking elements, SDN separates the control plane from the data plane. In SDN, control is migrated out of the network elements and into the separate, centralized controller. This control and data planes separation in SDN brings some advantages. 1) it can break the vertical integration, 2) it can simplify policy enforcement and network (re)configuration and evolution. It is because that the network elements (i.e., switches and routers) become simple forwarding devices and there is a logically centralized controller [39–41].

We can investigate SDN from various perspectives. Figure 4 presents a tri-fold perspective of SDNs: Planes, Layers and System design perspectives.

![Figure 4. SDN perspectives in planes, layers and system design architecture (inspired by [34,39,40])](a) Planes Perspective, (b) Layers Prescriptive, (c) System Design Perspective)

4.1. Planes perspective

every computer network is divided into three planes of functionality: management, control and data planes. In a similar way, we can define three planes for SDN as follows [42]:

![Diagram](a) Planes Perspective, (b) Layers Prescriptive, (c) System Design Perspective)
• Application Plane comprises several user applications that talk to the controller to achieve abstraction for a logically centralized controller for making coordinated decisions.
• Control Plane, as SDN brain, manages the whole decision-making process of the network. It consists of all the arrangements to make an intercontroller, data plane to the controller, and application plane to the controller communication.
• Data plane, as the lowest plane in the SDN architecture, directly deals with the physical network infrastructure (switches, routers, and access points).

4.2. Layers perspective

Open Networking Foundation (ONF) [34] has presented a reference layering model for SDN. The model consists of three layers: infrastructure layer, control layer, and application layer. As Figure 4b shows, in order to have a better description, the layers are divided into the 8 following sub-layers [39].

• Network Infrastructure sub-layer
• Southbound Interface (or southbound API) sub-layer
• Network Hypervisors sub-layer
• Network Operating System (NOS) sub-layer
• Northbound Interface sub-layer
• Language-based Virtualization sub-layer
• Programming languages sub-layer
• Network Applications sub-layer

Notice that while some sub-layers are always present in an SDN deployment (e.g., southbound API, NOS, northbound API and network applications), other sub-layers (e.g., language-based virtualization and hypervisor) are only considered in particular deployments.

4.3. System design perspective

As Figure 4c shows, network applications (e.g., access control) for operation and management of the network are represented at the top. Here, a network application refers to a service provided by the network operator. The top tier (i.e., network applications) links with the central tier via an API referred to as the northbound API. Network intelligence is (logically) centralized in the central tier. It consists of the controllers that facilitate setting up and tearing down flows and paths in the network. The central tier links with the bottom tier via an API, called southbound API. The bottom tier is the physical network elements such as switches and routers [40].

SDN controllers design

SDN controllers can be implemented in different deployment models such as centralized or distributed manner to address different performance requirements. A centralized SDN controller, unlike distributed one that each device has a limited knowledge of the network, has comprehensive information of network topology, traffic flows and switches load. In other words, it can monitor and manage the entire network. The centralized SDN controller remains connected either in-band or out-of-band to the forwarding elements and defines optimal paths for traffic flows in the network.

In a distributed deployment model, the controllers can be placed vertically, horizontally or hybrid (i.e., as peers vertically and horizontally). The design gets more complex when the controllers support both IP and SDN switches. These different designs provide various levels of scalability, consistency, reliability and security.

5. Roles of SDN for Cloud-Fog Enabled 5G and Beyond

Complex, dense and heterogeneous environment nature and constrained resources in Cloud-Fog systems ask for automation of management functions. Orchestration functions
are required in order to automate the management in such environment. Considering the special features of Cloud-Fog, other existing orchestrations such as the one from Cloud cannot be applied. The service orchestrator must be capable of maintaining resilience, trustworthiness, low latency and acceptable levels of QoS in a dynamic environment of Cloud-Fog.

The Combination of SDN and NFV with Fog can facilitate the process of management. In this case, there are three main players: the NFV Manager and Orchestrator (NFV MANO), the SDN controller and the Fog controller. NFV MANO can be used to trigger the necessary flows in the SDN controller, request the needed resources and put the requested services on top of them. It can be also in charge of deploying independent services using the Fog Controller [43].

Considering the point that computing takes place on any layer of Cloud-Fog depending on the requirements and the availability of the resources, resource management as an important part of orchestration, is more challenging in Cloud-Fog systems. SDN can be used in different resource management aspects as application placement, resource scheduling, task offloading, load balancing, resource allocation and resource provisioning [44]. SDN intervention can be performed in different layers of the IoT-based hybrid Cloud-Fog system. There have been already research studies for each layer. In this paper, we introduce some works used SDN in hybrid Cloud-Fog system mostly for connecting Cloud layer to Fog layer or connecting Fog nodes together for different use cases.

5.1. SDN in Task Offloading for Cloud-Fog

One of the fits for SDN is in connecting different sections of Cloud-Fog specially in efficiently coping with computational offloading. Task offloading refers to getting assistance from other devices in a way that another device performs tasks on behalf of the local device. Task offloading can be in form of device-to-device offloading [45], device-to-Fog offloading [46], Fog-to-Fog offloading [47] or Fog-to-Cloud offloading [2].

In the research paper [47], authors proposed a dynamic offloading mechanism among the Fog nodes to address the challenge of static offloading and oblivious link selection in vehicular networks. The incitation for Fog-to-Fog offloading is raising computational overhead for a single Fog node. Traditionally, the selection of an offloading node based on the most available resources could fabricate various challenges (e.g., congestion, resources under-utilization). In the proposed method, the SDN controller collects the statistics, computational capabilities status, supported services of a Fog node using Fog agent. When an offloading request received, the service orchestrator at controller invokes the appropriate service for optimal offloading node and a QoS aware path installation. QoS aware path installation is materialized using the minimum and maximum flow data rate constraints among overloaded and offloading nodes. Thus, the controller supports an overloaded Fog node without turning around to a static or all offloading Fog nodes uncontrollably.

Although related works on computation offloading mostly focus on latency and energy consumption, topic of reliable computation offloading is commonly left in the dark. One of the very few study in this topic is the work from Hou et al. [48] for reliable computation offloading in Internet of Vehicle (IoV). The authors also considered the partial offloading, reliability-oriented task allocation and reprocessing mechanism. In the proposed solution, for better resource orchestration, the SDN controller controls the mobile vehicles as mobile edge nodes. In addition, the cluster of edge nodes and SDN are connected by help of the access Roadside Units (RSUs) through broadband connections. The service request from vehicles or other edge nodes are sent to the access RSU where the decisions of SDN controller is executed. Different schemes were considered to report the result where the amount and target of offloading vary. Latency and reliability performance of these schemes were reported. To analyze the performance of proposed solutions, authors considered three environments where the links and nodes reliability can be good, poor and mixed. Simulation results showed the high reliability for latency-sensitive applications in Edge Computing-Enabled Software-Defined IoV (EC-SDIoV) network.
Focusing on software defined vehicle networks, Lian et al. [49] proposed a framework which deployed the SDN controller in the control layer of remote Cloud. This makes the remote Cloud intelligent for the computation of tasks offloaded by a vehicle towards the RSU and addressed the problem of speedy vehicle applications randomly interacting to all the RSU in the region for computational requests. Straightforwardly, interface among the vehicle communication unit and Fog nodes is not aware of any optimal path in advance. Therefore, it leads to the costly computation, traffic over oblivious links and delayed feedback from RSU integrated Fog node. Vehicle and Fog nodes transmitted features are cached in the remote Cloud DC and accessible for the controller at any time for routing decision. RSU generates a request for optimal path installation from the SDN controller. The controller utilizes the high-performance Fog nodes for the real offloaded task by classifying and streamlining the information’s table. Consequently, number of vehicle application’s computational requests, processed application content switching (leaving and joining the Fog nodes abruptly), and Cloud turn around decreased positively. Which tends to the optimal computation of IoV jobs by Fog nodes.

5.2. SDN for Resource Allocation in Cloud-Fog

Ahmad et al. [5] introduced an architecture to address the benefits of energy-saving by combining SDN and Fog environment in one system. To this end, they utilized a dynamic programming scheme in order to optimize the selection of Fog nodes. In their proposed architectures, SDN is located between the Cloud and Fog layers. Using iFogSim [6], the authors showed the ability of the proposed method in minimizing the energy consumed by the Fog system while maintaining the Service Level Agreement (SLA) parameters.

Bin et al. [50] proposed a resource allocation mechanism for IoVs in 5G infrastructure. Their mechanism used the Cloud-Fog system managed by SDN. There are four indicators (i.e., service stability, service delay, energy consumption, load balancing) considered in this paper to deal with the efficient resource allocation for an IoV’s demand. The proposed algorithm employed the hierarchical clustering of nodes. Further, in the proposed 5G IoV model an RSU controller in a Fog cluster (manged by the SDN controller) can request the resources to the Cloud based on SDN controller policies. RSU collects and disseminates the connected vehicle and road information to the connected roadside unit controller (RSUC). Due to uncertain number of jobs submission at RSU, there are number of connected RSUs in Fog cluster. On the other hand, the RSU controller can also request and acquire resources from adjacent Fog cluster to balance the load. The RSU controller aggregates the processed task of a job form a Fog node in the cluster and from the Cloud node. It is worth mentioning that historical failure information of a computing entity is maintained in advance to ensure the computing node stability during the task execution.

Storck et al. [51] introduced a 5G Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) ecosystem to support IoV. Their presented ecosystem is based on SDN concept. The authors evaluated scenarios with the eMBB use case and V2V communications. The results show that the proposal could improve the IoV communications requirements under high-mobility (120 km/h vehicles in a rural environment) and high-density situations (urban scenarios).

Nahida et al. [52] proposed an SDN enabled framework for resource allocation to mobile applications. Authors addressed the delay challenge in computational offloading of mobile devices and efficient resource allocation at the edge of the network along with power constraint considerations. In this framework, firstly, to reduce the central controller burden, edge nodes are used. Secondly, to allocate the efficient computational resources, reinforcement learning model (Q-learning and enhanced Q-learning algorithms) is employed which suits for dealing with dynamic demand and frequent resource allocation. Machine Learning (ML) aware algorithms are working for decreasing the latency of resource assignment in massive increasing mobile applications at the edge of the network.

Ahmad et al. [53] proposed an architecture through the combination of Fog computing and SDN in order to enhance the QoS in an IoT system. The authors tried to demonstrate how SDN and Fog computing can be united effectively in order to recoup
for each other’s shortcomings and how they can be combined to improve QoS for IoT systems. They also proposed an algorithm (which is dependent on partitioning the SDN virtually) to select the optimal access point and optimal place to process the data. The main objective of this algorithm is to provide improved QoS by partitioning the corresponding Fog devices through the SDN controller. This work considers three level of priority for processing data (jobs): time-sensitive (needs real-time processing), less time-sensitive and time-insensitive. In the proposed architecture, there are four following layers: Things, Fog, SDN and Cloud. The Things layer includes IoT devices/end user devices. The Fog layer is generally divided into two parts: Fog Node (FN) and Aggregate Fog Node (AFN). Data that are time-sensitive and require real-time processing is executed in the FN sector. Data that are less time-sensitive are processed by AFN and that are time-insensitive are processed by Cloud. In this architecture, SDN is utilized as a backbone network for Things-Fog-Cloud architecture. It is utilized to orchestrate and operate the overall functionalities of the proposed architecture. The FNs and AFNs keep the SDN controller constantly aware of capacities and location of the things devices to be served. The SDN controller helps on routing and allocation of resources on the grounds of QoS parameters. Cloud layer is the highest layer of this proposed architecture. It provides a powerful computing and storage capabilities. [53] was evaluated using iFogsim.

In [54], Ateya et al. provided a framework for integrating heterogeneous IoT networks with the 5G networks. The suggested framework deploys three main communication paradigms: MEC, device-to-device communications (D2D), and SDN. The proposed SDN-based architecture includes two main partitions where the heterogeneous IoT networks, D2D-based networks, and RAN are located in the first partition and the second partition consists of the Core network (CN). A Cloud computing with powerful computing capabilities is available in CN partition and connected to the control plane of SDN networks. The authors utilized a controller placement algorithm (already proposed in their previous work) to dynamically define the optimum number of SDN controllers required for the networks according to the current situation of network traffic.

The idea has been simulated in the CloudSimSDN simulator [55]. The authors claimed that the proposed framework could reduce the percentage of blocked tasks by an average of 30% than other traditional IoT networks. In addition, it could reduce the overall energy consumption by an average of 20% than existing IoT networks.

5.3. Resource Scheduling in Cloud-Fog

The authors in [56] proposed an architecture for task scheduling in SDN-based IoT-Fog networks, in which the Fog devices are clustered into virtual organizations (with each of them representing a Fog region), and they are interconnected by SDN switches. The central controller of their scheme is located on the Cloud gateway. In this work, the authors considered the Fog gateway and the Cloud gateway as the SDN switch and the SDN controller, respectively.

The study work in [14] proposed an SDN based Cloud-Fog architecture for telesurgery in Tactile Internet system. Since the performance of robotic telesurgery largely depends on the network performance in terms of latency, jitter and packet loss, the authors used optical network connecting Cloud, SDN and Fog layers. In the Fog layer, a special routing and forwarding method is used for SDN packets. They proposed a scheduling algorithm to meet real time requirements in the SDN because the traditional algorithms for SDN are not appropriate, effective, and applicable.

SAFE as a next work in this category is a secure healthcare ecosystems introduced in [57]. At the edge of the network, the healthcare units exits where thousands of the biosensors are generating the continues data streams. The primary purpose of medical data computation is improving the decision for health and fast patient recovery. Due to the physical distance of Cloud resources from these real time applications (biosensors, various other hospital applications), SAFE works as a Cloud and edge interplay. It supports the computational demand of ever-increasing medical applications for Quality of Experience
SAFE leveraged the Lattice-based cryptosystem and deployed the global and virtualized SDN controllers to ensure the resource allocation, low latency, and services management for increasing healthcare applications in a distributed/multi-region infrastructure.

In [58], the problem of Fog node trust is exploited for the security of healthcare unit and patient records. When the Cloud-Fog is used for the smart healthcare, health data need to be securely communicated in a parallel manner. Health data could be due to various unauthorized intentions, which drives the Fog node for biasing behavior and violating the data security policy (e.g., tempering attacks at Fog node, fabricated heath records). Data in the healthcare unit is processed mostly at nearby Fog nodes whereas the data heterogeneity and some real time or delay intensive healthcare demand can bottleneck the neighbour Fog node. The SDN controller deployed in a distributed manner can manage the load by provisioning the resource effectively and ensure the network security edge efficiently. Authors in [58] also presented a case study which proposes the secure privacy aware health data computation with assistance of Fog and Cloud nodes.

JUNXIA et al, [59] also investigated the SDN enabled edge network for the resources and secure services provisioning in a healthcare system. In this paper a framework is proposed for IoT device authentication that employed the probabilistic k-nearest neighbor (p-KNN). Using p-KNN an edge server investigates the legitimacy of healthcare IoT devices and SDN performs for efficient collaboration among the edge servers which are close computation resources.

The research work [60] addressed the problem of services quality for demands by local residential communities at the edge. Required services often include multimedia services, IoT and video gaming applications in distributed edge access networks. The proposed mechanism introduced functions chains to support the differentiated treatment for the required services. It also included a control management and a virtualized management network domain. The Control plane in this methodology provides the initiation of NFV, Service Function Chains (SFC) and routing for the application of the residential gateway. The SDN control plane also supports mapping different VNFs to virtualized management network domain using APIs in the edge Cloud. The residential network management application is responsible for clustering the traffic at residential gateway interface and steering it to an SFC for responding a residential user preferences. Additionally, this application is also working as in-charge of SDN API, which is responsible for tuning the characteristics of software-defined access network forwarding devices.

5.4. Load Balancing in Cloud-Fog

ScalCon, provided a scalable hybrid SDN architecture that distributes the control plane over different controller types (i.e., Fog, Edge, Cloud). ScalCon distributes the load of path computation among all controllers and uses a multi-priority queening model and node parallelism to cut down the synchronization overhead. Simulation results show that ScalCon outperforms existing schemes in terms of path computation time, path setup latency, end-to-end delay and communication overhead [61].

5.5. Resource Provisioning in Cloud-Fog

SDN can support reliable communication management for IoT delay-intensive applications. The application layer in IoT introduces the continuous data packets, while the link disruption due to various reasons widely occurs when a resource-rich Cloud serves these applications. It incurs the QoS and QoE challenges for diverse IoT edge applications. On the other hand, when IoT applications are served by near computational resources (Fog nodes), any sort of failure, generically service unavailability requires abrupt flow detouring to meet the expected latency. To enable the intelligence reliable communication, in [62,63], the authors employed an ML algorithm (i.e., K Nearest Neighbour Regression) in the SDN control function layer for predicting the failure behaviour based on the failure event history. Collecting the network statistical, failure, and resources utilization data is a grace of the
SDN controller. So, the objective to incarcerate the ML-aware applications at the controller is to serve the IoT applications over the most reliable communications paths (reliable links and intermediate forwarding devices), ensuring end-to-end latency, failure resiliency and providing the better QoS.

Tamil et al. [64] proposed the traffic prediction based resource allocation in 5G infrastructure for IoT applications. The proposed method use Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) at the SDN controller, employed in remote Cloud. To deal with 5G major application use cases (uRLLC), a prediction model supports resource provisioning at the edge of the network. If a local or edge controller is overloaded, based on the predicted load, the Cloud controller configures the supported forwarding devices to meet the QoS.

5.6. Application Placement in Cloud-Fog

In NFV-based hybrid Cloud-Fog systems, application components can be implemented as VNFs and the application itself can be seen as a VNF Forwarding Graph (FG). As one of the rare works who considered the mobility of Fog nodes, [65] proposed an algorithm for application components over the Cloud-Fog system. The authors used Random Waypoint Model (RWP) to model the mobility of a Fog node. This work tried to minimize makespan and cost to embed VNF-FGs. Makespan here is as the time it takes for the first component to start execution until the execution of the last component is completed. Although in this work the role of SDN is not clearly explained, the proposed algorithm can be implemented in the control plane of an SDN-based NFV framework. Another work in [66] studied the same problem in more heterogeneous environment including software and hardware NFV platforms such as Virtual Machine (VM), docker container and SmartNIC.

Research work [67] contributed for handling dynamic IoV by enabling the hierarchical distributed controllers where a root controller at a central Fog DC is managing the underlying controllers and networks. Rest of the controllers are domain and edge controllers whereas RSU are directly connected with edge controllers. Edge controllers are deployed at the edge layer, where servers collaborate for Fog functions horizontal. However, domain controllers share the network information to root or global controller in the vertical distributed control architecture. Majorly, the contribution of this work is efficient network management distribution over the root, domain and edge controllers to ensure the least delay for speedy vehicles support. Moreover, the authors also suggested the control channel placement in the Fog layers based on the betweenness centrality and modified Louvain algorithm.

6. Challenges and Solutions for Next Generation of SDN

SDN proposes the separation of the control plane from the data plane and the logical centralization of the intelligence in the control plane. However, this makes the control plane the most vulnerable plane, as faults in this plane have worse consequences than faults at the data plane because the SDN controller is embedding the forwarding intelligence. Altekar and Stoica in [68] demonstrated that, under certain conditions, the control plane can be responsible up to for 99% of all bugs in datacenter applications. An SDN architecture is still subject to some reluctance by the different stakeholders, due to a number of factors, listed hereafter along with some solutions.

- Protocol and Standardization: The current version of OpenFlow switch specification is 1.5.1 which is openly available for the SDN supported switches configuration. However, SDN standardization in the form of OpenFlow is not scalable, reliable and efficient enough to fully handle all possible scenarios/use cases and managerial operations in hybrid Cloud-Fog systems specially in 6G. Enhancing OpenFlow, northbound interface standardization, debugging capabilities of SDN, and east-west interface are some domains which need special consideration in standards [15]. Regarding the east/west standardization improvement, BASEM et al. [69] proposed Distributed SDN controller Framework (DSF) which is based on the Real Time Publish/Subscribe (RTPS) standardization to address the challenge of synchronization in the distributed
and heterogeneous control plane. The framework can support the flat, hierarchical, and hybrid/T-Model. In the horizontal model, controllers communicate in a peer order, in the hierarchical model, controllers follow a chain of command in a tree structure and in a hybrid model (comprises of vertical domain control and horizontal global view communication), information travels from domain controllers to peer controllers. The DSF presents the reliable and constant interfacing behaviour for holistic topology discovery when the number of controllers increased. Moreover, DSF supports the homogeneous and heterogeneous control plane entities.

- **SDN integration inside NFV ecosystem**: The NFV term was emerged in 2012 from a meeting of the founding group in Paris to distinguish the topic from SDN and the working group was hosted by ETSI. In the ETSI NFV drafts [70], it is still not clear the role of the SDN controller and its interface with the rest of NFV ecosystem specially for distributed environments such as Cloud-Fog systems.

- **Budget constraints SDN evaluation**: Full migration to SDN-based infrastructure can have various challenges, especially budget constraints. Ultimately, in the case of the Cloud-Fog system, it requires the massive SDN component installation and softwarization supported equipment. It can harden the pure SDN deployment. Thus, these systems need a hybrid infrastructure, where the legacy and SDN-based devices, resources, routing protocols, services and virtual environments are interoperable and agreed to support the user expectation. This agreed paradigm amalgamation is emerging hybrid SDN for Fog computing, where optimized resource provisioning, updating network information, and latency-aware routing are challenges. One of the hardening could be that a global controller (i.e., root controller) is unable to investigate the network topology or switch roles inline with speed as for pure SDN deployed components[62,71].

- **Hybrid SDN-traditional IP network architecture challenges**: Hybrid SDN-traditional IP network architecture is a solution for now. Investments in hardware are expensive to fully adjust the network to SDN. Therefore, providers are willing to start with the hybrid SDN-traditional IP network architecture. Then, collecting the accurate network topology and commanding the devices which are not directly connected to the Controller is a challenge. Furthermore, separate configuration of both types of devices, accessing the configuration correctness and statistical decision of controller placement near devices are also next challenges. New SDN solutions supporting multi-layer, multi-vendor operations, ideally with a level of legacy support through open APIs should be designed to help network providers start adjusting their network to SDN architecture. Moreover, SDN solutions ideally need to be developed using a Cloud-native software base to leverage elastically scalable Cloud resources (CPU, memory, connectivity).

- **Governments policy adaption**: Governments would likely introduce in the future further restrictions for network providers in terms of carbon emission and privacy protection, which would also need to be addressed. As an example for IoV, specially in the Fog based 6G networks, where a vehicle may handover through several small cells which may be untrusted or even compromised it is a serious challenge. Here, one of the solutions is preventing linking the vehicle identity with the information of its owner [72].

- **Meeting slicing requirement for 6G**: As regards of 6G, slicing can be considered as one of the important enabling technologies. As discussed in this paper, network slicing needs to be upgraded for 6G. NFV and SDN as enabler technologies for network slicing should be upgraded in parallel to network slicing upgrade. The controller of NFV and SDN should be upgraded to leverage cognitive services. This enables the scheduling of network and that network functions be integrated into a cognitive service architecture. Moreover, the virtualization of NFV and SDN should be realized with finer granularity to guarantee the flexible resource scheduling.
- Resilience and fault tolerance of the control plane: The most vulnerable aspect in SDN architectures is the control plane, in particular the SDN controller as the network is at behest of the SDN controller, which must be protected. The research efforts on resiliency support for SDN (e.g., Da Silva et al. in [73]) by categorizing them into the different planes of the SDN architecture. The most classical solution to provide fault tolerance is redundancy. In SDN, the authors foresee three potential usages of redundancy: (i) by protecting the SDN controller from failures, (ii) by protecting the forwarding devices and communication links from link disruption, and lastly (iii) by protecting the SDN applications from misconfigurations. There are replication mechanisms (Fonseca et al. in [74]) to protect the control plane from faults and ensure the availability of the SDN controller. Sharma et al. in [75] proposed a fast failure recovery technique for centralized SDN infrastructures based on a traffic restoration scheme that allows the SDN controller to circumvent faults on certain links at the data plane by proactively sending a set of protection paths. Other works focus on the controller placement, which is tightly linked to ensure the SDN controller availability. For instance, the Heller et al. in [76] demonstrated that the latency is reduced when the number of controllers augmented. Muller et al. in [77] combined the placement of the controller with path diversity and recovery mechanisms to ensure the fault tolerance properties in SDN. Ros et al. in [78] studied the controller placement problem from a reliability perspective. The authors provided a metrics based on the probability that at least an operational path is available and solved the controller placement problem by imposing as constraint this path availability metrics.

- Geographically Scalability and Reliability: The fact that the control plane is logically centralized and often based on a SDN single controller which often can cause a single point control channel failure. Nevertheless, scalability of SDN can be improved by using multi-controller architectures. Multiple SDN controllers can be connected in a flat or hierarchical manner via the west-east-bound APIs [9]. However, the controller placement problem in any service oriented architecture is NP hard problem [67,79]. In addition, still optimal arrangement, load balancing and demand nature conformed multi controller placement are challenges to be addressed. Predicting behavior and possible loads in advance and train the controller functions can be of help for these challenges. In the dynamic service-oriented Fog layer, considering the computational load, connected forwarding devices and new Fog region demand, the number of controllers can be changed which may trigger the synchronization overhead. Further, using a bottom-up hierarchical approach of controller connectivity in the Fog network layer, aggregating the fresh topology, statistics at main root or Cloud controller by underlying controllers (domain, edge) can be prolonged. Similarly, hierarchical controller placement in hybrid SDN Fog infrastructure can have low performance for delay-sensitive applications. Other associated challenges of horizontally deploying the controller and servers at the Fog layer is high energy consumption and carbon emission. Additionally, the controller collaboration model can have several dependent and independent control applications or processes, on the ground that it can be arduous to debug the software multi-point applications inconsistencies. Moreover, it requires certain expertise by network administrators or configuration application developers.

- Fault identification in dynamic network topologies: In an SDN environment, the SDN controller decides on how to forward packets making the network topology dynamic, which can be changed in real-time based on intents and flows in some milliseconds. This hinders the correlation of faults and diagnosis of an SDN infrastructure, where it is needed to correlated information from the physical nodes but also the rules installed by the SDN controller. Nevertheless, some works are trying to model dynamic network topologies in SDN, such as a multiagent distributed troubleshooting mechanism for SDN that identified faulty network links in the data plane impacting user experience by Gheorghe et al. in [80] or a cross-layer self-diagnosis engine by Sanchez et. al. in
to find the root cause and explain service outages in SDN due to control or data plane faults.

• Trust and Security: SDN poses some questions on security and trust between the SDN applications and the controllers. Nevertheless, there are works that try to improve trust among SDN components. Marconnet et al. in [82], propose a hierarchical broker-agent system to coordinate different SDN controllers to enhance the scalability of multi-domain SDN. Each broker is located at each domain to install flows on the data plane by means of the SDN controller of that domain based on the concept of reputation to quantify the goodness of the flows installed by each broker. Betg-Brezetz et al. in [83] propose a trust-oriented controller proxy that intermediates between the controllers and the data plane by making sure the flows sent by different controllers are correct. Other works focus on an efficient use of the networking resources by the SDN applications such as the proposed by Isong et al. in [84] incorporating the notion of trust between SDN applications and the controller.

• Efficiency of SDN: Efficiency of SDN should be improved. Huge amounts of computational overhead resulting from rules enforcement, overlapping network rules and the memory-restricted capacities of the OpenFlow-enabled devices are some of the reasons for low efficiency of SDN in hybrid Cloud-Fog systems. Computational context aware management in the control plane can improve SDN efficiency.

• ML and SDN in Cloud-Fog systems: The logical centralization of SDN has a crucial advantage such as the capability to extract metrics from the SDN controller and the SDN underlying network elements. This allows to apply ML and artificial intelligence techniques to improve efficiency and reliability of SDN through the available real time information extracted from the data and control plane. One example is through intelligent knowledge extractors [85]. Another example is through Knowledge-Defined Networking (KDN) [86], where they propose an architectural framework to evaluate network performance in real-time through different types of ML techniques.

• Integration with other technologies for Cloud-Fog systems: The SDN-based Cloud-Fog deployment model can involve other technologies such as Blockchain [87] and multi-agent systems [88]. Blockchain can be used in connection of controllers in the Fog layer which improves the security issues. In addition, getting benefit from distributed nature of Blockchain and multi-agent system, data integrity is ensured. Combination of these technologies with SDN needs to be studied and tested from different aspects.

• Consistency of the control channel: Some of the above mentioned challenges are given for special type of controller design. Therefore, depending on the type of the controller design that is used, the challenges are different. Having a single administrator for enterprises and datacenters, a centralized controller suits them while having heterogeneous environment, distributed and of course for now hybrid controllers/T-model work better for Cloud-Fog systems [89].

Maintaining the control channel consistency in a distributed control model (i.e, DSF[69], HECSDN [90]) is more challenging. Specifically, in a hierarchical control model, edge and domain controllers have to deal with security, mobility, and computation offloading. These local edge control policies are continually in transition and have unrest configurations in forwarding devices connected with Fog nodes. Additionally, local edge policies and configuration should be inclined with global controller (residing at a Cloud node or the Fog top layer) forwarding policies. In case of global policies change, the edge and domain controller suffer with more delay because they have to reconfigure the Fog layer forwarding device according global policies. Network reconfigurations in case of policy change, majorly include the flow forwarding rule addition, deletion, modification, barrier requests, capabilities investigation to test the switches interoperability with fresh global policies and various other symmetric communications. Parallel, the policy change implementation can have further challenge of forwarding rule overlapping, which invite the policy violation at edge interfaces. Mudassar et al in [91] addressed the policy conflict challenge using
a graph matching algorithm in the centralized SDN controller. Another overhead is flow rule debugging, whenever policy composer or a semantic translator application have uncertainties, a single global control layer can initiate the application debugging mechanism in edge and Fog controllers. Therefore, distributed controllers in Fog require the intelligent mechanism for fault free policy installation or abrogation in underlying Fog layers to meet the stringent QoS constraints.

- Optical/Wireless networks and SDN in Cloud-Fog systems: So far, the benefits of SDN were mostly limited to wired networks [15]. Software Defined Wireless Networking (SDWN) is an attempt to adapting SDN to wireless networks. Also, Software-Defined Optical Network (SDON) was emerged to enhance OpenFlow to support the forwarding planes that are not capable of packet-switching. SDWN and SDON need more attention to prepare the Cloud-Fog systems for 5G and beyond.

7. Conclusion

By increasing the number of connected devices to Internet, a high communication and computation capacity will be required to meet demands of future applications (e.g., the massive IoT-related applications) requiring data sharing and processing. This paper discussed key enablers (i.e., future generation cellular technologies, Cloud-related technologies, and computer network with softwarization) to support the future applications. We mainly focused on opportunities and challenges of integrating SDN in Cloud-Fog systems for supporting 5G and beyond-enabled future applications. To this end, we first did a survey on current and emerging applications that use SDN in Cloud-Fog systems where we found that most of them also considered 5G/6G technologies as another key enabler. Having experience of studying the emerging applications, this paper listed and discussed potential challenges of using SDN in Cloud-Fog for 5G and beyond-enabled applications.
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